Baby Marie has a very rare genetic defect
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The 15-month-old Marie suffers from the rare disease RTD, which is caused by a genetic defect. Her
parents hope that the research will one day help her child get better and are asking for donations for this
purpose.
On May 24 this year, the life of Vanessa and Julian-Max Seidler has completely changed. The two had
celebrated their wedding a few days earlier and were looking forward to the common life with their
daughter Marie, who was just ten months old. As usual, Marie got her porridge that evening and was then
put to bed. But something was different. "She was suddenly completely silent and somehow lifeless; she
was very pale and her lips were blue, "recalls Vanessa Seidler.

Marie's father saved her life
Her father Julian-Max Seidler did not hesitate for long and immediately began to resuscitate his daughter.
The summoned ambulance took her to the Klinikum Osnabrück. The reason for the suspension of
breathing was quickly found. The food Marie had been given got into her lungs, but the coughing reflex,
which could have made things better had failed to materialize. The doctors suspected spinal muscular
atrophy, a particularly severe form of muscle wasting, and performed countless investigations. "That was
the worst two weeks for us," says the 24-year-old mother, then the all-clear: muscle atrophy was not
found. "We did not know whether to rejoice or cry," says Julian-Max Seidler. For now it was again unclear
what had caused Marie's condition, which was not getting better. The child still could barely move and
had difficulty breathing.
By chance, a doctor knew the disease
The family was sent to the University Hospital in Münster. There she was lucky in misfortune. "There was
a neurologist there who happened to be familiar with RTD and suspected Marie was suffering from this
disease," says Vanessa Seidler. Through extensive genetic testing Marie was found to suffering from the
metabolic disease RTD (Riboflavin Transporter Deficiency), a genetic defect prevents vitamin B 2 from
being taken up by the body and supporting muscle building, with less than 200 cases known worldwide,
says Vanessa Seidler.
The fact that this genetic defect came to fruition in Marie is a tragic coincidence, probably as rare as a
lottery win. Because when the diagnosis was made, Marie's parents were also examined, with the result
that both are carriers of this rare genetic trait that leads to the disease.
For Marie, the result of the illness is that right now she has limited abilities to hear, eat, breathe, see and
move. "Everything, with muscles is playing a role," says her father. Marie is provided nourishment by a
probe and was permanently ventilated with an oxygen mask in the first few months after diagnosis. As
she was increasingly suffering with the oxygen mask her parents agreed to a tracheotomy to provide 24
hours a day support. They now have a caregiver at their home since if Marie how can help respond in the
event of respiratory problems, as well as for the professionals care to vacuum, relocate and the probe for
medication and food.
A person is in the house 24 hours a day
Julian-Max Seidler says: "We are really fortunate to have this support, of course it was quite a change to
live with a stranger in the household at first," but without the help of the four nurses we would not make
it."
How do you manage to deal with such an unforeseen life plan change? "In the beginning, it was hard to
know that our child will not develop normally. Especially when you see other children of the same age,
"says Vanessa Seidler," but now it's not important to me, as is the case with others, our daughter will go
her own way and we'll go with her, " The 24-year-old says, and tells how much she enjoys every little bit
of progress her child makes - just like other parents do. "Our daughter is a lioness and now it's the way it
is. I think I got this job from God to learn patience, "says the 29-year-old father," Marie is mentally fine and
we're very happy about that. "
In any case, both parents seem confident and happy despite the heavy fate. "We do not want sympathy,
but we want this disease to be better known and help others," says Julian-Max Seidler.
Affected are networked via Facebook
There are estimates that in Germany about 500 children suffer from the disease but are not
unrecognized, which leads to death if not treated. With early vitamin B2 therapy they have a chance, says

Vanessa Seidler. She has since become an expert on RTD: "We have a Facebook group with affected
families from different countries and a Canadian neurologist who has a sick child himself. We help each
other with our experiences, that's a great support. "
Much help is also provided by the Texas-based organization Cure RTD, which brings together affected
families. It has made it its mission to make the disease better known and, above all, to raise funds for
research. Science is the only hope for those affected. "We do not know how Marie's condition will
develop, but of course we hope there will be improvements and that she can live without ventilation," say
the parents.
For more information of RTD visit the Cure RTD Foundation at www.cureRTD.org

